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The periodic system is a fundamental knowledge in Chemistry at secondary school. The
names and the chemical symbols of the periodic table elements are usually studied of a
memoristic way by pupils because it is unusual present to them non chemical educational
activities that allow their learning and the use of those symbols.
In this way, educational strategies to help pupils in this topic as an historical approach
(Berg, 2003) o the use of games (Orlik, 2002; Franco, 2006a, 2006b, and 2007) have been
designed by some authors.
According to Orlik (2002), educational games should be considered as active learning and
teaching methods in science. These games make easy and funny learning, cause motivation
in Chemistry and develop skills with a significant learning. So, classic educational games as
puzzles with chemical symbols (Tubert, 1998; Helser, 2002) or other similar games
(Hanson, 2002; Hernández, 2006) have been designed. A card game cross between the “Old
Maid” game and “Go Fish” game has been developed and used by Granath and Russell
(1999) to teach names and symbols of chemical elements. Franco (2006a) has presented an
innovative and educational proposal about the World Cup Football in Germany in order to
obtain chemical elements learning.
Tejada and Palacios (1995) have proposed the “Chemical Elements Bingo”, a game to teach
periodic classification while the “Lottery of atoms” (Franco, 2006b) has helped high school
students to use chemical elements and to learn the atomic number and mass number.
Finally, an educational strategy used with secondary pupils has been proposed by Franco
(2007) too. Each student searches for the chemical elements in their immediate
surroundings and then draws them.
In this theoretical framework, the aim of this paper is the presentation of an innovative
educational activity that allows to the school students to practice and learn chemical
elements and their symbols in a no chemical situation as the most important cities in three
Nordic countries: Norway, Sweden and Denmark. The teaching/learning of the names and
situation of those cities is considered as an aim from the point of view of Geography too.
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A map of the Norway, Sweden and Denmark is presented in the figure in order to identify
the name of each city from the series of chemical elements included as clues. To solve the
educational game, students must find the symbols that correspond to the elemental
names. Then, pupil should rearrange chemical symbols into the name of the cities and
place them on underlined spaces. In order to help student one or more letters are included
in some cities.
For example, the Nordic countries make up a region in Northern Europe consisting of
_ E _ M _ _ _ (deuterium, nitrogen, argon, potassium), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (lanthanum,
nitrogen, fluorine, iodine, deuterium), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (cerium, neodymium, lanthanum,
iodine),

_ _ R _ A _ (yttrium, oxygen, nitrogen, tungsten) and _ _ E _ E _

(sulfur, deuterium, tungsten, nitrogen) and their associated territories (in particular the
Faroe Islands, Greenland and Åland). Then, the Nordic countries are DENMArK, FINLaND,
ICeLaNd, NORWAY and SWEDEN.
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ELEMENTAL NORDIC CITIES – MAP

Resolve the puzzle and learn the geography of the Nordic countries!
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